
Checklist for Lecturers Preparing Exams in TestVision (version 8/6/2020) 

Tests (where you can see an overview of all exams of the institute) 

 Has the Test been published and is it synchronous? If not, publish it (again).  

 

Specific Test Session Settings (after clicking on editing a specific session) 

 Has the Test been linked to the session? Is this the right test? 

 

 Has the right Test template been linked to the Test? 

 

 Has the dyslexie-skin (dyslexia skin) been set as an alternative skin (Skin 2)? (Click on the 

arrow next to the skin to set alternative skins) 

 

 Has the use of tickets been disabled? 

 

Access tab of the Test Session Settings 

 Is the Maximum test time correct? If not, this must be rectified in the Test Settings, not in the 

Test Session Settings. Afterwards, the Test has to be republished. 

 

 Is the extension factor set to 1.0? 

 

 Has extra time been set? Extra time is 33% (rounded upwards) of the exam duration.  

 

 Has the number of attempts been set to 1? 

 

 Has the option Show exclusively been enabled? (for exams with an Availability period less 

than 8 hours) 

 

Control tab of the specific Test session 

 Has the option IP check session been disabled? 

 

  



Result tab of the specific Test session 

 Have the required Review settings on the Result tab been selected? This, together with the 

Test template, determines what the student will see with respect to preliminary results and 

correct answers either directly after the exam or at a separate access moment. Note: if you 

allow access immediately after the exam, it may be that Proctorio is still recording, this 

happens as long as Chrome is open. This may lead to false markings. Moreover, access 

immediately afterwards means that one student is still working on the exam while another 

student already sees the correct answers.  

 

Sessions (where you can see an overview of all the exam sessions of the institute) 

 Is the (correct) session enabled? You can check this by clicking on the icon in the middle of 

the session involved, so that it looks like this:  You can only enable the session 

after the test has been linked to the session. 

 

Tests proctored via Proctorio 

 Has the password for the required Proctorio configuration been entered (‘Proctorio max’, 

‘Proctorio hoog’ (“high”), ‘Proctorio midden’ (“middle”) or ‘Proctorio laag’ (“low”)? Has it 

been entered correctly? You can do this for a specific Test session under the Control tab. 

 

 Has the proctoring manual for students been included as a download in the introduction text 

of the exam? You can do this in the Test templates or in the specific Test. If you change this 

in the Test itself (and not in the Test template), do not forget to publish the Test afterwards.  

 

 With respect to the last point, it is highly advisable to select the option that allows students 

to return to the Introduction Page during the Test.  

 

 Has the option in the Test template been set that students can see a ‘Comment box for 

candidate’ Visible during test or Visible immediately after test where students may specify 

for example that somebody rang the doorbell during the exam or that their little sister 

walked into the room and that the student immediately turned them away? A student may 

also state here that there were technical problems or that there was something wrong with 

(the wording of) a question.  

 

 Are the lecturers who are going to work with this aware of what a data leak means? A data leak 

is more than a hack, it is not by definition anything to do with deliberately sharing or 

misappropriating personal data. It concerns sending an email with personal data to someone 

other than the intended recipient, or other people watching your screen while you are dealing 

with sensitive information. More information about the HU privacy policy and a data leak can be 

found on the following page: https://askhu.sharepoint.hu.nl/informatie-items/Paginas/Privacy-

en-security-overzichtspagina.aspx 
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